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Dear Joseph Quagliata, 

Although you do notsay so in your ltter of the 10th, I take it that you are 
a high school student. If this is correct, then even if you had any way of knowing 
about them, you probably would not have perceived and remembered the previous 
efforts at what you refer to as a JYK assassination convention. They have never 
worimd out well, can't and won't, as I'll try to explain bfiefly. 

Most of the so-calleds critics or researchers have strong disagreements 
with each other. While to a degree personalities are involved, the basic reason 
is that most theorize conspiracies and have radically different and competing 
theories. I em a minority in not theorizing who conspired and my minority view 
is widely unpopular with most of the others. 

These competing and contradictory theories lead to xtratetms rivalries and 
in soee instances personal dislikes, sonetimes also to jealcuoiea. 

Some of us who do not agree with each other do manage to get along well 
enough with each other in private, in correspondence and sometimes in sharing 
information. Some just can't or won't share. 

But even these agreenenta would be severely taxed if in any public fo'mu 
they wore to compete for attention and acceptance. 

And this is what happened every tine an effort similar to what you have in mind was made. 
You would oven findd that there will be strong disagreements over the weenie 

ing of the same slides and the same other evidence. I think that the ronult 
would be to confuse those who are not experts, at they very least. 

Moreover, moat of those who call and regard themselves as researchers are 
not in any sense scholarly. They have theories they like and then bend and twist 
everything to conform to their theories. 

One such convention, hold at a major univeriaty, ended with one group 
engaging in physical violence, XXEL thievery and the destruction of property. 
mother, at a law school, while without physical tiolence and property 
destruction, was characterized by intense personal attaeks, defemationa and 
character assassinations. 

So, while on moot cubJectn what you have in mind might well servo useful 
and constructive ends, I believe that on this subject it would not and could not ana ooad leaf? to many clfeap3xrin-tmmtit and frustrayions that would not be 
a good experience for young people. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 
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